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Seduce Me at Sunrise
Hachette UK From the New York Times bestselling author of Mine Till Midnight comes a dazzling novel about forbidden love and long-denied desire - the kind of passion that happens
once in a lifetime . . . perfect for fans of Sarah MacLean, Julia Quinn and Eloisa James. 'Lisa Kleypas is the best' Sarah MacLean He has tried hard to forget her . . . Kev Merripen has
longed for the beautiful, well-bred Winnifred Hathaway ever since her family rescued him from the brink of death when he was just a boy. But this handsome Gypsy is a man of
mysterious origins and he fears that the darkness of his past could crush delicate, luminous Win. So Kev refuses to submit to temptation . . . and before long Win is torn from him by
a devastating twist of fate. Can she remember the man he once was? Then, Win returns to England . . . only to ﬁnd that Kev has hardened into a man who will deny love at all costs.
Meantime, an attractive, seductive suitor has set his sights on Win. It's now or never for Kev to make his move. But ﬁrst, he must confront a dangerous secret about his destiny - or
risk losing the only woman he has lived for . . . 'Kleypas can make you laugh and cry - on the same page' Julia Quinn The Hathaways: Mine Till Midnight Seduce Me at Sunrise Tempt
Me at Twilight Married by Morning Love in the Afternoon Praise for Lisa Kleypas: 'Lushly sexy and thoroughly romantic . . . superbly crafted characters and an intriguing plot blend
together brilliantly in this splendid romance' Booklist 'Intricately and elegantly crafted, intensely romantic . . . from a not-to-be-missed romance author' Kirkus Reviews 'Witty, often
hilarious, and delightfully passionate' Library Journal, starred review 'Readers are introduced to the unforgettable characters and their original personalities through a delightful
storyline peppered with sharp repartee and steamy sensuality' RT Book Reviews (top pick) 'An unforgettable story peopled with remarkable characters and a depth of emotion that
will leave you breathless' Romantic Times BOOKreviews 'Is it possible to give a book 6 stars? . . . [This] story has all of the forbidden romance, witty banter, and sigh-inducing
declarations of love that you deserve' That's Normal

Married by Morning
Hachette UK From the New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas comes the next stunning novel in the Hathaways series - perfect for fans of Sarah MacLean, Julia Quinn and
Eloisa James. 'Lisa Kleypas is the best' Sarah MacLean He is everything she wants to avoid . . . For two years, Catherine Marks has been a paid companion to the Hathaway sisters - a
pleasant position, with one caveat. Her charges' older brother, Leo Hathaway, is thoroughly exasperating. Cat can hardly believe that their constant arguing could mask a mutual
attraction. But when one quarrel ends in a sudden kiss, Cat is shocked at her powerful response - and even more so when Leo proposes a dangerous liaison. She is not at all what
she seems . . . Leo must marry and produce an heir within a year to save his family home. Catherine's respectable demeanour hides a secret that would utterly destroy her. But to
Leo, Cat is intriguing and infernally tempting, even to a man resolved never to love again. The danger Cat tried to outrun is about to separate them forever - unless two wary lovers
can ﬁnd a way to banish the shadows and give in to their desires . . . 'Kleypas can make you laugh and cry - on the same page' Julia Quinn The Hathaways: Mine Till Midnight Seduce
Me at Sunrise Tempt Me at Twilight Married by Morning Love in the Afternoon Praise for Lisa Kleypas: 'Lushly sexy and thoroughly romantic . . . superbly crafted characters and an
intriguing plot blend together brilliantly in this splendid romance' Booklist 'Intricately and elegantly crafted, intensely romantic . . . from a not-to-be-missed romance author' Kirkus
Reviews 'Witty, often hilarious, and delightfully passionate' Library Journal, starred review 'Readers are introduced to the unforgettable characters and their original personalities
through a delightful storyline peppered with sharp repartee and steamy sensuality' RT Book Reviews (top pick) 'An unforgettable story peopled with remarkable characters and a
depth of emotion that will leave you breathless' Romantic Times BOOKreviews 'Is it possible to give a book 6 stars? . . . [This] story has all of the forbidden romance, witty banter,
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and sigh-inducing declarations of love that you deserve' That's Normal

Secrets of a Summer Night
Hachette UK From the New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas comes Secrets of a Summer Night, the ﬁrst title in the beloved romance series The Wallﬂowers - perfect for
fans of Sarah MacLean, Julia Quinn and Eloisa James. 'Kleypas can make you laugh and cry - on the same page' Julia Quinn, Sunday Times bestselling author of the Bridgerton series
The Wallﬂowers: four young ladies at the side of the ballroom make a pact to help each other ﬁnd husbands . . . no matter what it takes Proud and beautiful Annabelle Peyton could
have her pick of suitors - if only she had a dowry. Her family is on the brink of disaster, and the only way Annabelle can save them is to marry a very wealthy man. Unfortunately,
her most persistent admirer is the brash Simon Hunt, a handsome and ambitious entrepreneur who wants her as his mistress. Annabelle is determined to resist Simon's wicked
propositions, but she can't deny her attraction to the boldly seductive rogue, any more than he can resist the challenge she presents. As they try to outmanoeuvre each other, they
ﬁnd themselves surrendering to a love more powerful than they could have ever imagined. But fate may have other plans - and it will take all of Annabelle's courage to face a peril
that could destroy everything she holds dear. 'Lisa Kleypas is the best' Sarah MacLean The Wallﬂowers: Secrets of a Summer Night It Happened One Autumn The Devil in Winter
Scandal in Spring A Wallﬂower Christmas Praise for Lisa Kleypas 'Lushly sexy and thoroughly romantic . . . superbly crafted characters and an intriguing plot blend together
brilliantly in this splendid romance' Booklist 'Intricately and elegantly crafted, intensely romantic . . . from a not-to-be-missed romance author' Kirkus Reviews 'Witty, often hilarious,
and delightfully passionate' Library Journal, starred review 'An unforgettable story peopled with remarkable characters and a depth of emotion that will leave you breathless'
Romantic Times BOOKreviews 'Is it possible to give a book 6 stars? . . . [This] story has all of the forbidden romance, witty banter, and sigh-inducing declarations of love that you
deserve' That's Normal

Devil in Disguise
Hachette UK New York Times bestseller Lisa Kleypas returns with an enthralling and steaming romance between a widowed lady and a Scot on the run. Perfect for fans of Sarah
MacLean, Julia Quinn and Eloisa James. 'Lisa Kleypas is the best' SARAH MACLEAN Lady Merritt Sterling, a strong-willed young widow who's running her late husband's shipping
company, knows London society is dying to catch her in a scandal. So far, she's been too smart to provide them with one. But then she meets Keir MacRae, a rough-and-rugged
Scottish whisky distiller, and all her sensible plans vanish like smoke. They couldn't be more diﬀerent, but their attraction is powerful, raw and irresistible. From the moment Keir
MacRae arrives in London, he has two goals. One: don't fall in love with the dazzling Lady Merritt Sterling. Two: avoid being killed. So far, neither of those is going well. Keir doesn't
know why someone wants him dead until fate reveals his secret connection to one of England's most powerful families. His world is thrown into upheaval, and the only one he trusts
is Merritt. Their passion blazes with an intensity Merritt has never known before, making her long for the one thing she can't have from Keir MacRae: forever. As danger draws
closer, she'll do whatever it takes to save the man she loves . . . even knowing he might be the devil in disguise. Praise for Lisa Kleypas 'Kleypas can make you laugh and cry . . . on
the same page' JULIA QUINN

Stranger in My Arms
Harper Collins “One of today’s leading lights in romantic ﬁction.” —Seattle Times USA Today and New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas is one of America’s most acclaimed
and popular authors of historical romance ﬁction—and Stranger in My Arms is one of her most beloved novels! A classic tale of a noble lady whose life is upended when her despised
husband—believed lost at sea—returns, a remarkably altered, more passionate and loving man…if he is, indeed, who he claims to be. A two-time RITA Award-winner—and a nine-time
nominee—Lisa Kleypas is at her sensuous best with Stranger in My Arms.

Tempt Me at Twilight
Hachette UK From the New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas comes a stunning novel about two opposites in every way - except when it comes to desire . . . perfect for fans
of Sarah MacLean, Julia Quinn and Eloisa James. 'Lisa Kleypas is the best' Sarah MacLean He was everything she'd sworn to avoid . . . Poppy Hathaway loves her unconventional
family, though she longs for normalcy. Then fate leads to a meeting with Harry Rutledge, an enigmatic hotel owner and inventor with wealth, power and a dangerous hidden life.
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When their ﬂirtation compromises her reputation, Poppy shocks everyone by accepting his proposal - only to ﬁnd that her new husband oﬀers his passion, but not his trust. And she
was everything he needed . . . Harry was willing to do anything to win Poppy - except open his heart. All his life, he's held the world at arm's length . . . but the sharp, beguiling
Poppy demands to be his wife in every way that matters. Still, as desire grows between them, an enemy lurks in the shadows. Now if Harry wants to keep Poppy by his side, he must
forge a true union of body and soul, once and for all . . . 'Kleypas can make you laugh and cry - on the same page' Julia Quinn The Hathaways: Mine Till Midnight Seduce Me at
Sunrise Tempt Me at Twilight Married by Morning Love in the Afternoon Praise for Lisa Kleypas: 'Lushly sexy and thoroughly romantic . . . superbly crafted characters and an
intriguing plot blend together brilliantly in this splendid romance' Booklist 'Intricately and elegantly crafted, intensely romantic . . . from a not-to-be-missed romance author' Kirkus
Reviews 'Witty, often hilarious, and delightfully passionate' Library Journal, starred review 'Readers are introduced to the unforgettable characters and their original personalities
through a delightful storyline peppered with sharp repartee and steamy sensuality' RT Book Reviews (top pick) 'An unforgettable story peopled with remarkable characters and a
depth of emotion that will leave you breathless' Romantic Times BOOKreviews 'Is it possible to give a book 6 stars? . . . [This] story has all of the forbidden romance, witty banter,
and sigh-inducing declarations of love that you deserve' That's Normal

It Happened One Autumn
Hachette UK From the New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas comes the next title in the beloved romance series The Wallﬂowers - perfect for fans of Sarah MacLean, Julia
Quinn and Eloisa James. 'Kleypas can make you laugh and cry - on the same page' Julia Quinn, Sunday Times bestselling author of the Bridgerton series The Wallﬂowers: four young
ladies at the side of the ballroom make a pact to help each other ﬁnd husbands . . . no matter what it takes It happened at the ball . . . Where beautiful but bold Lillian Bowman
quickly learned that her independent American ways weren't entirely 'the thing'. And the most disapproving of all was insuﬀerable, snobbish, and impossible Marcus, Lord Westcliﬀ,
London's most eligible aristocrat. It happened in the garden . . . When Marcus shockingly - and dangerously - swept her into his arms. Lillian was overcome with a consuming passion
for a man she didn't even like. Time stood still; it was as if no one else existed. It happened one autumn . . . Marcus was a man in charge of his own emotions, a bedrock of stability.
But with Lillian, every touch was exquisite torture, every kiss an enticement for more. Yet how could he consider taking a woman so blatantly unsuitable . . . as his bride? 'Lisa
Kleypas is the best' Sarah MacLean The Wallﬂowers: Secrets of a Summer Night It Happened One Autumn The Devil in Winter Scandal in Spring A Wallﬂower Christmas Praise for
Lisa Kleypas 'Lushly sexy and thoroughly romantic . . . superbly crafted characters and an intriguing plot blend together brilliantly in this splendid romance' Booklist 'Intricately and
elegantly crafted, intensely romantic . . . from a not-to-be-missed romance author' Kirkus Reviews 'Witty, often hilarious, and delightfully passionate' Library Journal, starred review
'An unforgettable story peopled with remarkable characters and a depth of emotion that will leave you breathless' Romantic Times BOOKreviews 'Is it possible to give a book 6
stars? . . . [This] story has all of the forbidden romance, witty banter, and sigh-inducing declarations of love that you deserve' That's Normal

Chasing Cassandra
an irresistible new historical romance and New York Times bestseller
Hachette UK A New York Times bestseller! New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas returns with the next dazzling romance in the Ravenels series - perfect for fans of Sarah
MacLean, Julia Quinn and Eloisa James. 'Lisa Kleypas is the best' Sarah MacLean Everything has a price . . . Railway magnate Tom Severin is wealthy and powerful enough to satisfy
any desire as soon as it arises. It should be simple to ﬁnd the perfect wife - and from his ﬁrst glimpse of Lady Cassandra Ravenel, he's determined to have her. But the beautiful and
quick-witted Cassandra is equally determined to marry for love - the one thing he can't give. Everything except her . . . Severin is the most compelling and attractive man Cassandra
has ever met, even if his heart is frozen. But she has no interest in living in the fast-paced world of a ruthless man who always plays to win. When a newfound enemy nearly
destroys Cassandra's reputation, Severin seizes the opportunity he's been waiting for. As always, he gets what he wants - or does he? There's one lesson Tom Severin has yet to
learn from his new bride: Never underestimate a Ravenel. The chase for Cassandra's hand may be over. But the chase for her heart has only just begun . . . 'Kleypas can make you
laugh and cry - on the same page' Julia Quinn The Ravenels: Cold-Hearted Rake Marrying Winterborne Devil in Spring Hello Stranger Devil's Daughter Chasing Cassandra Praise for
Lisa Kleypas: 'Opposites attract in spectacular fashion in the sixth Victorian-era Romance in bestseller Kleypas's Ravenel series' Publishers Weekly (starred review) 'Intricately and
elegantly crafted, intensely romantic . . . from a not-to-be-missed romance author' Kirkus Reviews 'Witty, often hilarious, and delightfully passionate, this compelling, thrill-laced
Victorian romance is another superb series entry' Library Journal, starred review 'Readers are introduced to the unforgettable characters and their original personalities through a
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delightful storyline peppered with sharp repartee and steamy sensuality' RT Book Reviews (top pick) 'Is it possible to give a book 6 stars? . . . [This] story has all of the forbidden
romance, witty banter, and sigh-inducing declarations of love that you deserve' That's Normal

Worth Any Price
Hachette UK The third novel in the sensational Bow Street series from New York Times bestselling historical romance author Lisa Kleypas - perfect for fans of Sarah MacLean, Julia
Quinn and Eloisa James. 'Lisa Kleypas is the best' Sarah MacLean What is the price of love? Nick Gentry, the most seductive and dangerous man in England, has been sent to ﬁnd
Charlotte Howard, a runaway bride who has disappeared without a trace. But when he ﬁnds her, Nick is stunned by the intensity of his attraction to the elusive young woman whose
adventurous spirit matches his own. Determined to escape a forced marriage to a man who will destroy her, Charlotte agrees to an audacious bargain . . . she will become Nick's
bride. But soon she discovers that Nick has secrets of his own, and it will take all her wits and stubborn will to tame his tormented soul. In the desperate quest to protect Charlotte
from the diabolical aristocrat who threatens her, one thing becomes clear: To save the woman he loves, Nick will take any risk . . . and pay any price. 'Kleypas can make you laugh
and cry - on the same page' Julia Quinn Bow Street Runners series: Someone to Watch Over Me Lady Sophia's Lover Worth Any Price Praise for Lisa Kleypas: 'Intricately and
elegantly crafted, intensely romantic . . . a not-to-be-missed romance author' Kirkus Reviews 'Is it possible to give a book 6 stars? [This] story has all of the forbidden romance, witty
banter, and sigh-inducing declarations of love that you deserve' That's Normal 'Kleypas is an amazing writer. In my opinion, she might be the most technically skilled historical
romance author out there' Smart Bitches, Trashy Books 'Unforgettable, beautifully etched characters; a ﬂawless sense of pacing; and a perfectly executed plot imbued with an
abundance of desire and danger' Booklist 'Witty, often hilarious, and delightfully passionate, this compelling, thrill-laced Victorian romance is another superb series entry' Library
Journal, starred review 'Readers are introduced to the unforgettable characters and their original personalities through a delightful storyline peppered with sharp repartee and
steamy sensuality' RT Book Reviews (top pick) 'Reading Kleypas' long-awaited return to historical is akin to walking into the arms of an old friend' Heroes and Heartbreakers

Where Dreams Begin
Harper Collins New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas delivers the unforgettable, sexy tale of a brash rogue who meets his equal in a woman who knows exactly what she
wants . . . Zachary Bronson has built an empire of wealth and power. Now he is seeking a wife to help secure his position in the ton . . . as well as warm his bed in private. But not
just any woman will do for one of London's most notorious rakes. When he meets Lady Holly Taylor, he surrenders to the temptation to take her in his arms and kiss her. Yet he's
pleasantly surprised to discover her ﬁerce passions match his own. Lady Holly Taylor is destined to spend her life playing by society's rules even when they go against her bolder
instincts. But Zachary's kiss arouses her, and though his shocking oﬀer doesn't include marriage, she is compelled to risk everything for the most forbidden passion.

Love in the Afternoon
Hachette UK From the New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas comes the next stunning novel in the Hathaways series - perfect for fans of Sarah MacLean, Julia Quinn and
Eloisa James. 'Lisa Kleypas is the best' Sarah MacLean She harbours a secret yearning . . . As a lover of animals and nature, Beatrix Hathaway has always been more comfortable
outdoors than in the ballroom. Even though she participated in the London season in the past, the classic beauty and free-spirited Beatrix has never been swept away or seriously
courted . . . and she has resigned herself to the fate of never ﬁnding love. Has the time come for the most unconventional of the Hathaway sisters to settle for an ordinary man - just
to avoid spinsterhood? He is a world-weary cynic . . . Captain Christopher Phelan is a handsome, daring soldier who plans to marry Beatrix's friend, the vivacious ﬂirt Prudence
Mercer, when he returns from ﬁghting abroad. But, as he explains in his letters to Pru, life on the battleﬁeld has darkened his soul - and it's becoming clear that Christopher won't
come back as the same man. When Beatrix learns of Pru's disappointment, she decides to help by concocting Pru's letters to Christopher for her. Soon the correspondence between
Beatrix and Christopher develops into something fulﬁlling and deep . . . and when Christopher comes home, he's determined to claim the woman he loves. What began as Beatrix's
innocent deception has resulted in the agony of unfulﬁlled love - and a passion that can't be denied . . . 'Kleypas can make you laugh and cry - on the same page' Julia Quinn The
Hathaways: Mine Till Midnight Seduce Me at Sunrise Tempt Me at Twilight Married by Morning Love in the Afternoon Praise for Lisa Kleypas: 'Lushly sexy and thoroughly romantic . .
. superbly crafted characters and an intriguing plot blend together brilliantly in this splendid romance' Booklist 'Intricately and elegantly crafted, intensely romantic . . . from a notto-be-missed romance author' Kirkus Reviews 'Witty, often hilarious, and delightfully passionate' Library Journal, starred review 'Readers are introduced to the unforgettable
characters and their original personalities through a delightful storyline peppered with sharp repartee and steamy sensuality' RT Book Reviews (top pick) 'An unforgettable story
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peopled with remarkable characters and a depth of emotion that will leave you breathless' Romantic Times BOOKreviews 'Is it possible to give a book 6 stars? . . . [This] story has all
of the forbidden romance, witty banter, and sigh-inducing declarations of love that you deserve' That's Normal

Mine Till Midnight
Hachette UK A woman of modest means meets a society man skilled in the art of seduction in this captivating novel from New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas, the ﬁrst
title in the beloved regency romance series The Hathaways - perfect for fans of Sarah MacLean, Julia Quinn and Eloisa James. 'Lisa Kleypas is the best' Sarah MacLean Their lives
defy convention . . . When an unexpected inheritance elevates her family to the ranks of the aristocracy, Amelia Hathaway discovers that tending to her younger sisters and
wayward brother was easy compared to navigating the intricacies of the ton. Even more challenging: the attraction she feels for the tall, dark and dangerously handsome Cam
Rohan. Their desire consumes them both . . . Wealthy beyond most men's dreams, Cam has tired of society's petty restrictions and longs to return to his 'uncivilized' Gypsy roots.
When the delectable Amelia appeals to him for help, he intends to oﬀer only friendship - but intentions are no match for the desire that blindsides them both. Can a man who spurns
tradition be tempted into that most time-honoured arrangement: marriage? Life in London society is about to get a whole lot hotter . . . 'Kleypas can make you laugh and cry - on the
same page' Julia Quinn The Hathaways: Mine Till Midnight Seduce Me at Sunrise Tempt Me at Twilight Married by Morning Love in the Afternoon Praise for Lisa Kleypas: 'Lushly sexy
and thoroughly romantic . . . superbly crafted characters and an intriguing plot blend together brilliantly in this splendid romance' Booklist 'Intricately and elegantly crafted,
intensely romantic . . . from a not-to-be-missed romance author' Kirkus Reviews 'Witty, often hilarious, and delightfully passionate' Library Journal, starred review 'Readers are
introduced to the unforgettable characters and their original personalities through a delightful storyline peppered with sharp repartee and steamy sensuality' RT Book Reviews (top
pick) 'An unforgettable story peopled with remarkable characters and a depth of emotion that will leave you breathless' Romantic Times BOOKreviews 'Is it possible to give a book 6
stars? . . . [This] story has all of the forbidden romance, witty banter, and sigh-inducing declarations of love that you deserve' That's Normal

Hello Stranger
Hachette UK New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas delivers a scintillating tale of an unconventional beauty who ﬁnds passion with the spy who can't resist her - perfect for
fans of Sarah MacLean, Julia Quinn and Eloisa James. 'Lisa Kleypas is the best' Sarah MacLean A woman who deﬁes her time . . . Dr. Garrett Gibson, the only female physician in
England, is as daring and independent as any man - why not take her pleasures like one? Yet she has never been tempted to embark on an aﬀair, until now. Ethan Ransom, a former
detective for Scotland Yard, is as gallant as he is secretive, a rumoured assassin whose true loyalties are a mystery. For one exhilarating night, they give in to their potent attraction
before becoming strangers again. A man who breaks every rule . . . As a Ravenel by-blow spurned by his father, Ethan has little interest in polite society, yet he is captivated by the
bold and beautiful Garrett. Despite their vow to resist each other after that sublime night, she is soon drawn into his most dangerous assignment yet. When the mission goes wrong,
it will take all of Garrett's skill and courage to save him. As they face the menace of a treacherous government plot, Ethan is willing to take any risk for the love of the most
extraordinary woman he's ever known. 'Kleypas can make you laugh and cry - on the same page' Julia Quinn The Ravenels: Cold-Hearted Rake Marrying Winterborne Devil in Spring
Hello Stranger Devil's Daughter Chasing Cassandra Praise for Lisa Kleypas: 'Intricately and elegantly crafted, intensely romantic . . . from a not-to-be-missed romance author' Kirkus
Reviews 'Witty, often hilarious, and delightfully passionate, this compelling, thrill-laced Victorian romance is another superb series entry' Library Journal, starred review 'Readers
are introduced to the unforgettable characters and their original personalities through a delightful storyline peppered with sharp repartee and steamy sensuality' RT Book Reviews
(top pick) 'Is it possible to give a book 6 stars? . . . [This] story has all of the forbidden romance, witty banter, and sigh-inducing declarations of love that you deserve' That's Normal

Only With Your Love
Harper Collins Celia Vallerand fears for her life as she stares into the deep, arresting eyes of the dashing man who purchased her from the brigands who had abducted her. But it soon
becomes clear that it's her virtue, not her life, that's in danger. The rugged, powerful renegade known only as "Griﬃn" arouses desires in Celia as dangerous as they are forbidden.
And though she knows she must resist him, she fears she may be unable to do so. But the magniﬁcent adventurer is a man trapped in a perilous deception. And the shocking secrets
he guards could deny him the love of the fair captive lady who has enslaved his reckless heart.
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The Hathaways Complete Series
Mine Till Midnight, Seduce Me at Sunrise, Tempt Me at Twilight, Married by Morning,
and Love in the Afternoon
St. Martin's Paperbacks The Hathaways Complete Series together for the ﬁrst time in a convenient ebook bundle includes the ﬁve books from The Hathaways series by New York Times
bestselling romance author Lisa Kleypas: Mine Till Midnight, Seduce Me at Sunrise, Tempt Me at Twilight, Married by Morning, and Love in the Afternoon.

Devil's Daughter
Hachette UK New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas delivers a scintillating tale of a beautiful young widow who ﬁnds passion with the one man she shouldn't . . . perfect for
fans of Sarah MacLean, Julia Quinn and Eloisa James. 'Lisa Kleypas is the best' Sarah MacLean Although beautiful young widow Phoebe, Lady Clare, has never met West Ravenel, she
knows one thing for certain: he's a mean, rotten bully. Back in boarding school, he made her late husband's life a misery, and she'll never forgive him for it. But when Phoebe
attends a family wedding, she encounters a dashing and impossibly charming stranger who sends a ﬁre-and-ice jolt of attraction through her. And then he introduces himself . . . as
none other than West Ravenel. West is a man with a tarnished past. No apologies, no excuses. However, from the moment he meets Phoebe, West is consumed by irresistible desire
. . . not to mention the bitter awareness that a woman like her is far out of his reach. What West doesn't bargain on is that Phoebe is no straitlaced aristocratic lady. She's the
daughter of a strong-willed Wallﬂower who long ago eloped with Sebastian, Lord St. Vincent - the most devilishly wicked rake in England. Before long, Phoebe sets out to seduce the
man who has awakened her ﬁery nature and shown her unimaginable pleasure. Will their overwhelming passion be enough to overcome the obstacles of the past? Only the devil's
daughter knows . . . 'Kleypas can make you laugh and cry - on the same page' Julia Quinn The Ravenels: Cold-Hearted Rake Marrying Winterborne Devil in Spring Hello Stranger
Devil's Daughter Chasing Cassandra Praise for Lisa Kleypas: 'Is it possible to give a book 6 stars? If so, Devil's Daughter gets them . . . [This] story has all of the forbidden romance,
witty banter, and sigh-inducing declarations of love that you deserve' That's Normal 'Devil's Daughter is a must read' BookPage 'A love story to savour. Another winner in Kleypas'
Ravenels series, with elegant prose, a fascinating heroine, and a Victorian London constructed with compelling historical detail' Kirkus Reviews (starred review) 'Witty, often
hilarious, and delightfully passionate, this compelling, thrill-laced Victorian romance is another superb series entry' Library Journal, starred review 'Readers are introduced to the
unforgettable characters and their original personalities through a delightful storyline peppered with sharp repartee and steamy sensuality' RT Book Reviews (top pick)

A Decision Framework for Interventions to Increase the Persistence and Resilience of
Coral Reefs
National Academies Press Coral reefs are critical to ocean and human life because they provide food, living area, storm protection, tourism income, and more. However, human-induced
stressors, such as overﬁshing, sediment, pollution, and habitat destruction have threatened ocean ecosystems globally for decades. In the face of climate change, these ecosystems
now face an array of unfamiliar challenges due to destructive rises in ocean temperature, acidity and sea level. These factors lead to an increased frequency of bleaching events,
hindered growth, and a decreasing rate of calciﬁcation. Research on interventions to combat these relatively new stressors and a reevaluation of longstanding interventions is
necessary to understand and protect coral reefs in this changing climate. Previous research on these methods prompts further questions regarding the decision making process for
site-speciﬁc interventions. A Decision Framework for Interventions to Increase the Persistence and Resilience of Coral Reefs builds upon a previous report that reviews the state of
research on methods that have been used, tested, or proposed to increase the resilience of coral reefs. This new report aims to help coral managers evaluate the speciﬁc needs of
their site and navigate the 23 diﬀerent interventions described in the previous report. A case study of the Caribbean, a region with low coral population plagued by disease, serves
as an example for coral intervention decision making. This report provides complex coral management decision making tools, identiﬁes gaps in coral biology and conservation
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research, and provides examples to help individuals and communities tailor a decision strategy to a local area.

His Mistress By Morning
Harper Collins Oh, how I wish . . . When a promised inheritance turns out to be a fraud, shy spinster Charlotte Wilmont makes an impetuous wish that despite her lack of charm and
fortune, she could capture the heart of the one man whom she's forever adored—Sebastian, Viscount Trent. Be careful what you wish for . . . With that utterance, Charlotte awakens
shocked to ﬁnd herself entwined with her beloved Sebastian. But the respectable man she knew is now a most rakish devil and she is . . . well, by some inexplicable magic, London's
most infamous mistress. Even passion comes at a price . . . Being the scandalous Lottie Townsend aﬀords Charlotte unimaginable freedom—passionate nights with Sebastian,
endless days of shopping, and adoring fans. But all too soon, Charlotte ﬁnds that being one man's mistress isn't the same as being his wife. Yet if she returns to her old, respectable
life, can Charlotte trust there will be enough magic left to recapture Sebastian's heart . . . and reawaken his rakish desires?

Someone to Watch Over Me
Hachette UK The ﬁrst novel in the sensational Bow Street series from New York Times bestselling historical romance author Lisa Kleypas tells the story of a scandalous beauty with no
memory of who she is and the man determined to unravel the secrets of her past . . . 'Lisa Kleypas is the best' Sarah MacLean She couldn't remember who she was . . . A temptingly
beautiful woman awakens in a stranger's bed, rescued from the icy waters of the Thames, her memory gone. Told that she is Vivien Rose Duvall, one of London's most scandalous
beauties, she ﬁnds herself in the protection of enigmatic, charming Grant Morgan. Her life is in his hands. Deep in her heart, she knows he has mistaken her for someone else . . . He
was the only man she could trust. As one of London's most eligible and unattainable catches, Grant Morgan is a man who has known every kind of woman. And the one in his arms
now seems so innocent, so vulnerable, that he can't help but be enchanted. And as his love for this mysterious beauty grows, he's determined to unravel the secrets of her past and
discover the truth - no matter what. 'Kleypas can make you laugh and cry - on the same page' Julia Quinn Bow Street Runners series: Someone to Watch Over Me Lady Sophia's Lover
Worth Any Price Praise for Lisa Kleypas: 'Intricately and elegantly crafted, intensely romantic . . . A gratifying series starter from a not-to-be-missed romance author' Kirkus Reviews
'Is it possible to give a book 6 stars? [This] story has all of the forbidden romance, witty banter, and sigh-inducing declarations of love that you deserve' That's Normal 'Kleypas is an
amazing writer. In my opinion, she might be the most technically skilled historical romance author out there' Smart Bitches, Trashy Books 'Unforgettable, beautifully etched
characters; a ﬂawless sense of pacing; and a perfectly executed plot imbued with an abundance of desire and danger' Booklist 'Witty, often hilarious, and delightfully passionate,
this compelling, thrill-laced Victorian romance is another superb series entry' Library Journal, starred review 'Readers are introduced to the unforgettable characters and their
original personalities through a delightful storyline peppered with sharp repartee and steamy sensuality' RT Book Reviews (top pick) 'Reading Kleypas' long-awaited return to
historical is akin to walking into the arms of an old friend' Heroes and Heartbreakers

A Season for Love
2-in-1
St. Martin's Paperbacks Two of Lisa Kleypas's beloved novels, now available in one volume, A Season for Love. In WALLFLOWER CHRISTMAS, Rafe Bowman comes to London for an
arranged marriage with the perfect aristocratic bride. But before the courtship can begin, Rafe needs to learn the rules of London society. And when four former Wallﬂowers try to
make him into a gentleman, their plans go wildly astray. Winning a bride turns out to be more complicated than Rafe Bowman anticipated as Christmas works in the most
unexpected ways . . . and changes the most cynical hearts. In MINE TIL MIDNIGHT, Amelia Hathaway is the oldest of four sisters and has only one brother to drive her mad. They live
a genteel but impoverished life until they come into an unexpected inheritance. Suddenly they have a title, a small fortune, and a ramshackle estate in Hampshire. But they're
completely unprepared for an upper-class life. Amelia does her best to rein in her colorful and unmanageable siblings to match society's expectations. Until the mysterious,
extremely wealthy half-Gypsy Cam Rohan appears. Cam wants to leave his civilized existence and return to his roots. The irresistible attraction between Amelia and the exotically
handsome Cam poses a huge problem for both of them--their goals and lifestyles are incompatible. However, as Amelia deals with a multitude of problems, including trying to save
her alcoholic brother Leo from ruin, she ﬁnds herself turning to Cam Rohan, whose friendship turns into a passion that neither of them can deny...
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Un matrimonio degli Hathaway
Edizioni Mondadori UN MATRIMONIO DEGLI HATHAWAY ( A Hathaway Wedding ) è un racconto che fa parte della serie "Hathaway"; cronologicamente si colloca immediatamente dopo i
fatti descritti da "All'alba sarò tua", di cui costituisce l'epilogo. Ogni ragazza sogna il giorno delle nozze e spera che nulla turbi la perfezione di una cerimonia progettata con cura
amorevole in ogni dettaglio. Ma se la cappella in cui entro poche ore va celebrato il matrimonio è sparita, la marcia nuziale è suonata da un gruppo di zingari e non manca un
elefante con manie da protagonista, allora non c'è dubbio: sei a un matrimonio degli Hathaway. In una girandola di romanticismo e di comicità, Win e Merripen cercano di coronare il
loro sogno d'amore, circondati da tutti i personaggi che abbiamo imparato a conoscere e ad amare in una delle saghe più riuscite di Lisa Kleypas.

Wedding? Impossible!
HarperCollins Australia Weddings, Inc. HER MISSION, SHOULD SHE ACCEPT IT Was to get her well–meaning matchmaking mother and meddlesome sisters oﬀ her back. So exasperated
wedding planner Zoe decided to say yes, just this once, to the blind date everybody else was so nuts about. Because though she clearly didn't have her heart in it, this unknown guy
just might take her mind oﬀ the man she couldn't stop thinking about despite her better judgment: her latest business nemesis, Mike. Gorgeous, eligible and decidedly antimarriage
Mike. And all she knew about this mystery man was his ﬁrst name which just happened to be Mike. Well, it was a very common name . WEDDINGS, INC. Because wedding planning is
a tricky business but love makes it all worthwhile!

Then Came You
Harper Collins A woman with a secret . . . Reckless beauty Lily Lawson delights in shocking London society. She will break any rule to get what she wants . . . and she is determined to
stop her younger sister from marrying Alex, Lord Wolverton, a handsome and arrogant earl who has vowed never to fall in love. A man who will do anything to possess her . . . To
Alex's fury, the headstrong hellion presents a temptation he can't resist. He vows to make her pay dearly for her interference—with her body, her soul, and her stubborn, wellguarded heart. As Alex and Lily challenge each other at every turn, they are caught up in a white-hot desire that burns through every defense and exposes the mystery of Lily's past
. . . and together they discover that love is the most dangerous game of all.

Dreaming of You
Harper Collins When shy and secluded author Sara Fielding ventures from her country cottage to research a novel, she inadvertently witnesses a crime in progress—and manages to
save the life of the most dangerous man in London. Derek Craven is a powerful and near-legendary gambling club owner who was born a bastard and raised in the streets. His
reputation is unsavory, his scruples nonexistent. But Sara senses that beneath Derek's cynical exterior, he is capable of a love more passionate than her deepest fantasies. Aware
that he is the last man that an innocent young woman should ever want, Derek is determined to protect Sara from himself, no matter what it takes. But in a world where secrets lurk
behind every shadow, he is the only man who can keep her safe. And as Derek and Sara surrender to an attraction too powerful to deny, a peril surfaces from his dark past to
threaten their happiness . . . and perhaps even their lives. Together they will discover if love is enough to make dreams come true.

A Duke of Her Own
InkWell Publishing A duke must choose wisely . . . Leopold Dautry, the notorious Duke of Villiers, must wed quickly and nobly—and his choices, alas, are few. The Duke of Montague's
daughter, Eleanor, is exquisitely beautiful and ﬁercely intelligent. Villiers betroths himself to her without further ado. After all, no other woman really qualiﬁes. Lisette, the
outspoken daughter of the Duke of Gilner, cares nothing for clothing or decorum. She's engaged to another man, and doesn't give a ﬁg for status or title. Half the ton believes
Lisette mad—and Villiers is inclined to agree. Torn between logic and passion, between intelligence and imagination, Villiers ﬁnds himself drawn to the very edge of impropriety. But
it is not until he's in a duel to the death, ﬁghting for the reputation of the woman he loves, that Villiers ﬁnally realizes that the greatest risk may not be in the dueling ﬁeld . . . But
in the bedroom. And the heart.
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Again the Magic
Hachette UK She gave him innocence . . . Lady Aline Marsden was brought up for one reason: to make an advantageous marriage to a member of her own class. Instead, she willingly
gave her innocence to John McKenna, a servant on her father's estate. Their passionate transgression was unforgivable - John was sent away, and Aline was left to live in the
countryside . . . an exile from London society. . . . and he took her love. Now McKenna has made his fortune, and he has returned - more boldly handsome and more mesmerising
than before. His ruthless plan is to take revenge on the woman who shattered his dreams of love. But the magic between them burns as bright as ever. And now he must decide
whether to let vengeance take its toll . . . or risk everything for his ﬁrst, and only, love.

Notorious Pleasures
Number 2 in series
Hachette UK Their lives were perfect . . . until they met each other. Lady Hero Batten is perfect, well-mannered and beautiful with an impeccable pedigree. After years of waiting for a
gentleman to sweep her oﬀ her feet, she has decided to do her duty and settle for a proper society marriage to Thomas Remmington, the Marquess of Mandeville. True, the marquis
is a triﬂe dull and lacks a sense of humour, but he is handsome and rich. Griﬃn Remmington, Lord Greyson, the Marquess' younger brother, is not at all perfect. In fact, some have
called him the most notorious rake in London. When Griﬃn meets Hero he thinks that she is much too intelligent for society, let alone his brother. Their duel of words soon sparks a
ﬁre in them both, despite the fact that Hero's marriage to Thomas is drawing ever nearer. . .

The Secret Life of William Shakespeare
Hachette UK The greatest writer of them all, brought to glorious life. How well do you know the man you love? How much do you think you know about Shakespeare? What if they
were one and the same? He is an ordinary man: unwilling craftsman, ambitious actor, resentful son, almost good-enough husband. And he is also a genius. The story of how a glovemaker from Warwickshire became the greatest writer of them all is vaguely known to most of us, but it would take an exceptional modern novelist to bring him to life. And now at
last Jude Morgan, acclaimed author of Passion and The Taste of Sorrow, has taken Shakespeare's life, and created a masterpiece.

Brown-Eyed Girl
Hachette UK The Travis series concludes with the fourth installment from award-wining author Lisa Kleypas. Wedding planner Avery Crosslin may be a rising star in Houston society,
but she doesn't believe in love-at least not for herself. When she meets wealthy bachelor Joe Travis and mistakes him for a wedding photographer, she has no intention of letting
him sweep her oﬀ her feet. But Joe is a man who goes after what he wants, and Avery can't resist the temptation of a sexy southern charmer and a hot summer evening. After a one
night stand, however, Avery is determined to keep it from happening again. A man like Joe can only mean trouble for a woman like her, and she can't aﬀord distractions. She's been
hired to plan the wedding of the year-a make-or-break event. But complications start piling up fast, putting the wedding in jeopardy, especially when shocking secrets of the bride
come to light. And as Joe makes it clear that he's not going to give up easily, Avery is forced to confront the insecurities and beliefs that stem from a past she would do anything to
forget. The situation reaches a breaking point, and Avery faces the toughest choice of her life. Only by putting her career on the line and risking everything - including her wellguarded heart - will she ﬁnd out what matters most.

Thief of Shadows
Hachette UK A MASKED MAN . . . Winter Makepeace lives a double life. By day he's the stoic headmaster of a home for foundling children. But the night brings out a darker side of
Winter. As the moon rises, so does the Ghost of St. Giles-protector, judge, fugitive. When the Ghost, beaten and wounded, is rescued by a beautiful aristocrat, Winter has no idea
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that his two worlds are about to collide. A DANGEROUS WOMAN . . . Lady Isabel Beckinhall enjoys nothing more than a challenge. Yet when she's asked to tutor the Home's dour
manager in the ways of society-ﬂirtation, double-entendres, and scandalous liaisons-Isabel can't help wondering why his eyes seem so familiar-and his lips so tempting. A PASSION
NEITHER COULD DENY During the day Isabel and Winter engage in a battle of wills. At night their passions are revealed . . . But when little girls start disappearing from St. Giles,
Winter must avenge them. For that he might have to sacriﬁce everything-the Home, Isabel . . . and his life.

A Historical Christmas Present
Love Spell Includes stories "I Will " by Lisa Kleypas, "Three French Hens" by Lynsay Sands, and "Father Christmas" by Leigh Greenwood.

To Desire a Devil
Hachette UK NOTHING IS MORE INTOXICATING Reynaud St. Aubyn has spent the last seven years in hellish captivity. Now half mad with fever he bursts into his ancestral home and
demands his due. Can this wild-looking man truly be the last earl's heir, thought murdered by Indians years ago? OR DANGEROUS Beatrice Corning, the niece of the present earl, is a
proper English miss. But she has a secret: No real man has ever excited her more than the handsome youth in the portrait in her uncle's home. Suddenly, that very man is here, in
the ﬂesh-and luring her into his bed. THAN SURRENDERING TO A DEVIL. Only Beatrice can see past Reynaud's savagery to the noble man inside. For his part, Reynaud is drawn to
this lovely lady, even as he is suspicious of her loyalty to her uncle. But can Beatrice's love tame a man who will stop at nothing to regain his title-even if it means sacriﬁcing her
innocence?

Lady Sophia's Lover
Hachette UK The second novel in the sensational Bow Street series from New York Times bestselling historical romance author Lisa Kleypas - perfect for fans of Sarah MacLean, Julia
Quinn and Eloisa James. 'Lisa Kleypas is the best' Sarah MacLean Can Lady Sophie seduce the most eligible man in London? Lady Sophia Sydney would do anything to ensnare the
unattainable Sir Ross Cannon. Her goal is to ruin his reputation and cause a scandal that would be the talk of all London. So, she charms her way into his life by gaining his trust and
living in his house. Every morning, her lush presence tempts him beyond all reason and every night she promises with her eyes - and her body - that the hours before dawn could be
spent in unbridled passion instead of restless sleep - if only he'd let her share his bed. She knows he is falling more in love with her each day. But she never counted on falling in
love with him. And she never dreamed he might, very respectably, ask for her hand in marriage . . . 'Kleypas can make you laugh and cry - on the same page' Julia Quinn Bow Street
Runners series: Someone to Watch Over Me Lady Sophia's Lover Worth Any Price Praise for Lisa Kleypas: 'Intricately and elegantly crafted, intensely romantic . . . a not-to-be-missed
romance author' Kirkus Reviews 'Is it possible to give a book 6 stars? [This] story has all of the forbidden romance, witty banter, and sigh-inducing declarations of love that you
deserve' That's Normal 'Kleypas is an amazing writer. In my opinion, she might be the most technically skilled historical romance author out there' Smart Bitches, Trashy Books
'Unforgettable, beautifully etched characters; a ﬂawless sense of pacing; and a perfectly executed plot imbued with an abundance of desire and danger' Booklist 'Witty, often
hilarious, and delightfully passionate, this compelling, thrill-laced Victorian romance is another superb series entry' Library Journal, starred review 'Readers are introduced to the
unforgettable characters and their original personalities through a delightful storyline peppered with sharp repartee and steamy sensuality' RT Book Reviews (top pick) 'Reading
Kleypas' long-awaited return to historical is akin to walking into the arms of an old friend' Heroes and Heartbreakers

To Beguile a Beast
Hachette UK CAN A WOUNDED BEAST . . . Reclusive Sir Alistair Munroe has hidden in his castle ever since returning from the Colonies, scarred inside and out. But when a mysterious
beauty arrives at his door, the passions he's kept suppressed for years begin to awaken. TRUST A BEAUTY WITH A PAST . . . Running from past mistakes has taken legendary beauty
Helen Fitzwilliam from the luxury of the ton to a crumbling Scottish castle . . . and a job as a housekeeper. Yet Helen is determined to start a new life and she won't let dust-or a
beast of a man-scare her away. TO TAME HIS MOST SECRET DESIRES? Beneath Helen's beautiful favßade, Alistair ﬁnds a courageous and sensual woman. A woman who doesn't back
away from his surliness-or his scars. But just as he begins to believe in true love, Helen's secret past threatens to tear them apart. Now both Beast and Beauty must ﬁght for the one
thing neither believed they could ever ﬁnd-a happy ever after.
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Suddenly You
Harper Collins She was unmarried, untouched and almost thirty, but novelist Amanda Briars wasn′t about to greet her next birthday without making love to a man. When he appeared
at her door, she believed he was her gift to herself, hired for one night of passion. Unforgettably handsome, irresistibly virile, he tempted her in ways she never thought
possible...but something stopped him from completely fulﬁlling her dream. Jack Delvin′s determination to possess Amanda became greater when she discovered his true identity.
But gently-bred Amanda craved respectability more than she admitted, while Jack, the cast-oﬀ son of a nobleman and London′s most notorious businessman, refused to live by
society′s rules. Yet when fate conspired for them to marry, their worlds collided with a passionate force neither had expected...but both soon craved.

The Leopard Prince
Hachette UK The One Thing a Lady Must Never Do...is fall in love with her servant. Wealthy Lady Georgina Maitland doesn't want a husband, though she could use a good steward to
run her estates. One look at Harry Pye, and Georgina knows she's not just dealing with a servant, but a man. Harry has known many aristocrats - including one particular nobleman
who is his sworn enemy. But Harry has never met a beautiful lady so independent, uninhibited, and eager to be in his arms. Still, it's impossible to conduct a discreet liaison when
poisoned sheep, murdered villagers, and an enraged magistrate have the county in an uproar. The locals blame Harry for everything. Soon it's all Georgina can do to keep her head
above water and Harry's out of the noose . . . without missing another night of love.

This Duchess of Mine
InkWell Publishing No man can resist Jemma's sensuous allure . . . Except her own husband! Wedding bells celebrating the arranged marriage between the lovely Duchess of Beaumont
and her staid, imperturbable duke had scarcely fallen silent when a shocking discovery sent Jemma running from the ducal mansion. For the next nine years she cavorted abroad,
creating one delicious scandal after another (if one is to believe the rumors). Elijah, Duke of Beaumont, did believe those rumors. But the handsome duke needs an heir, so he
summons his seductive wife home. Jemma laughs at Elijah's cool eyes and icy heart—but to her secret shock, she doesn't share his feelings. In fact, she wants the impossible: her
husband's heart at her feet. But what manner of seduction will make a man fall desperately in love . . . with his own wife?

Because You're Mine
Harper Collins A classic historical romance novel from New York Times bestseller Lisa Kleypas (“One of today’s leading lights in romantic ﬁction” —Seattle Times), Because You’re
Mine is a breathtaking tale of romantic intrigues and uncontained passions that showcases this acclaimed author at her very best. Returning to Regency Era London, Kleypas weaves
a sensuous tale of a lovely intriguer’s attempts to seduce a notorious seducer in order to save herself from an unwanted prearranged marriage—only to have true love complicate
the aﬀair. This is emotional, sensual, absolutely superb storytelling from a multiple RITA Award-winning historical romance superstar that any serious fan of top-quality love stories
must not miss.

Wicked Intentions
Number 1 in series
Hachette UK A man controlled by his desires . . . Infamous for his wild, sensual needs, Lazarus Huntington, Lord Caire, is searching for a savage killer in St. Giles, London's most
notorious slum. Widowed Temperance Dews knows St. Giles like the back of her hand - she's spent a lifetime caring for its inhabitants at the foundling home her family established.
Now that home is at risk . . . A woman haunted by her past . . . Caire makes a simple oﬀer - in return for Temperance's help navigating the perilous alleys of St. Giles, he will
introduce her to London's high society so that she can ﬁnd a benefactor for the home. But Temperance may not be the innocent she seems, and what begins as cold calculation soon
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falls prey to a passion that neither can control - one that may well destroy them both. A bargain neither could refuse.

Three Weeks With Lady X
Hachette UK Having made a fortune, Thorn Dautry, the powerful bastard son of a duke, decides that he needs a wife. But to marry a lady, Thorn must acquire a gleaming, civilized
façade, the specialty of Lady Xenobia India. Exquisite, head-strong, and independent, India vows to make Thorn marriageable in just three weeks. But neither Thorn nor India
anticipate the forbidden passion that explodes between them. Thorn will stop at nothing to make India his. Failure is not an option. But there is only one thing that will make India
his . . . the one thing Thorn can't aﬀord to lose . . . his ﬁerce and lawless heart.
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